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Naman House, 1 / 2 - B,Haribhakti
Colony, Opposite Race Course Post Office,
R C Dutt Road, Vadodara, Gujarat 390007
+91-2652354788

2- A/B, Shyam McDonald Restaurant, Adjacent
to HDFC Bank, Lajpat Rai Road, Vile Parle
(West), Mumbai – 400 056
+91-2226122551/52

www.namanhr.com

inquiry@namanhr.com
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Service Offerings
Talent Assessment
& Development

About Us

16pf & Virtual ACTM

“Naman" - A traditional Indian
way of greeting others with a respectful bow;
a gracious form of extending warmth, respect
and humility.

Strengths

MIDASTM

With almost two decades of experience and an international
footprint, we partner with client companies to effectively utilize
human capital and achieve a unified goal.
Recognized for our expertise, organizations across sectors have
benefited from our unique, targeted solutions that resolve
strategic, tactical and operational challenges
faced by clients.

Assessment &
Development Centre
Leadership
Development
BOLT

We take pride in being recognized for our unsurpassable
quality and proficient services to clients across varied
industry verticals and business segments.

Strengths based
Leadership

Coaching

Organizational
Consulting
HR Advisory

HR Policies

Retainership

Culture Change
Organizational Structure
Organizational
Design

Job Design

Competency Mapping

L&D Programs

Performance
Management

360o Feedback &
Psychometric Profiling

Compensation
& Benefits
Benchmarking
Survey

Restructuring
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Compensation & Benefits Restructuring
Compensation is one of the most critical areas in Human Resources Management and is extremely
dynamic. As stated by a great economist “Man’s wants are unlimited, but means to satisfy these
wants are limited.” Hence, employee satisfaction is considered directly proportional to the compensation
& benefits he receives.

Areas of Impact
Integrate rewards in organizational
talent attraction and management
strategy

Facilitate competitive, fair and
equitable reward for employees

Leverage rewards to drive
your business strategy

Make intelligent Compensation &
on expert analysis of up-to-date
market data

Understand, peer practices
and more

Offerings
(A) Benchmarking Surveys
It is recognized as the most reliable source of data for Compensation & Benefits related decisions.
It is a highly standardized and validated technique for robust job matching framework, data
collection and reporting. It provides complete data security, confidentiality and integrity aided by
the state of the art technology ensured at all levels.

PERFORMANCE

Highlights

18+ C&B Projects
conducted, covering
more than 100
leading companies
(Including 03
studies for Greenfield
Projects)

Database of 70+
Fortune 500
companies

Success Story
Haldyn Glass desired to undertake a study of their current Compensation Practices
with a view to develop a Compensation Structure which would in turn enable them
to attract and retain quality employees required to supporting growth of organization
and providing quality products. The study covered examination of current compensation
practices at Glass and the current state of employment market relevant to their
business Halbyn leading to recommendations on suggested compensation
structure.

Clients
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(B) Compensation & Benefits Structure Design / Redesign

Clients

Our programs are responsive to the market including introduction of new positions, refining job
descriptions, or reporting emerging trends in compensation and benefits practices. Further, we
align the C&B design into your business strategy to help maximize growth potential.

Highlights

C&B Specialists
on board to
provide expertise
on the subject

Our Approach

Access to industry
specific best
practices data

Plan & Design

Data Collection

Understand objective
and philosophy to
develop data
collection tools

Success Stories

Study best practices
and administer
data collection tools

Approach

Report & Handhold
Designed and implemented
compensation re-structuring for
a commercial port and storage
terminal.

Designed and implemented a CTC
based compensation structure and
helped in transition from Central Pay
Commission based structure to CTC
based structure for a not for profit
electrical research organization.

Assist in Compensation
& Benefits integration

Analyze

Analyze data and
develop draft C&B
structure
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Organizational Structure

Success Stories

Considering globalization and competitive markets in the new century, organizations need to
continually study both their structure and environment to verify that their structure has the requisite
flexibility and resilience. Organisational restructuring is a process that can address a company’s
unsatisfactory status quo in the constantly evolving market. It is based on proper strategic planning
fuelled by innovation.

Areas of Impact
Achieving re-engineered business
processes along value chain

PERFORMANCE

Ensuring functional integrity
fair anwith
d
autonomy & accountability
ploy

Naman undertook a comprehensive
exercise of studying the current
organizational structure of a top organic
pigment manufacturer, offering a full
range of organic pigment portfolio based
in Gujarat, in order to help prepare the
organization to excel in its business and
achieve sustained organizational growth.

A large Indian Phenol-Acetone manufacturing
company hired Naman’s services to help
facilitate transition from Project State to Steady
State. For the said purpose, Naman evolved a
cogent organization structure that not only
prepared the organization to achieve desired
transition from Project to Steady State but
would also aid in meeting demands for
the foreseeable future.

ees

(B) Job Design
Addressing interdependencies
and seamless working

Adhering to conventional principles
of unity of command, span of control

Aligning organization with vision and
providing thrust on growth &
cost optimisation

ticesand
Aligning with best practices
industry trends

When an organization is expanding, supervisors and human resource professionals must help plan
for new or growing work units. When an organization is trying to improve quality or efficiency, a
review of work units and processes may require a fresh look at how jobs are designed. We at Naman
help design the right jobs for the right professionals.

Areas of Impact
Offerings
(A) Organizational Design
Organizational design plays a key role in how roles, reponsibilities, processes move within the
organization. At Naman we design organizational structure to ensure optimum utilization of human
resources.

Design and documentation of Job

fair an
Implementation of Job Design
d
ploy
e
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Competency Mapping

Highlights

Competency Mapping is a highly effective process that identifies specific knowledge, skills and
attitudes required for superior performance on any given job. It distinctly defines behavioral
& functional expectations from employees at different levels.
Job Design conducted
for 20+ companies
across industries;
developed 1000+ job
descriptions

Robust Job Evaluation
and Job Analysis
methodology

Comprehensive Job
Design formats
customizable to suit
industry needs

Developed our own
and also have access
to an extensive
industry wide
Job Directory

Offerings
Our in-house consultants are certified to conduct competency mapping exercises using structured
methodologies like Focus Group Discussions, Job Shadowing and In-depth Visionary Interviews,
to arrive at a comprehensive job competency matrix and dictionary.

Areas of Impact
Success Stories

Naman designed and developed over 100
job descriptions spread across levels and
functions using a comprehensive Job
analysis framework for a large
multinational electronics and electrical
parts manufacturing company based
out of Vadodara.

Clients

Job Evaluation

Career Planning
As part of a long term HR Systems design
and deployment intervention, Naman
analysed, designed and developed over
120 job descriptions for one of Asia’s
largest manufacturers of material handling
equipments and industrial gears.

Recruitment

Training

RECRUITMENT

Succession
Planning

Highlights

Designing
competency
framework for 30+
organizations

Conducting
competency
orientation sessions
to align employee
expectations with that
of the organization

Ensuring involvement
of internal stakeholders
to create buy-in and
acceptance

Encouraging
organizations to
leverage the
competency framework
by integrating it with
their overall systems
and processes
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Our Approach

Success Stories

Map

Prepare

Nomination of Process
Owner, Conduct
PersonalInterviews, Identify
employee information,
Develop PIQs

Administer PIQ, Study best
practices; Develop, Analyse,
Validate & Fine-tune Job
Competency Matrix and
Competency
Dictionary

Approach

Report

Develop comprehensive
individual and organizational
reports mapping
competency

Developed a comprehensive
behavioral competency dictionary
for the junior management at
Mahindra Susten covering enablers
and derailers for all competencies.

Assess

Facilitate development &
practices; Develop, Analyse,
Validate & Fine-tune Job
Competency Matrix and
Competency
Dictionary

Clients

Developed a specialized
sales competency dictionary
f or the sales managers at
SUN Pharma as a part of
their development initiative.
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Culture Change

Success Story

Organizational Culture reflects leadership style, staff competence, presence of and compliance
with processes and systems, business performance, Trust between management & employees,
collaboration among people, customer feedback, communication practices, transparency, attitude
and Conduct. The above elements form a mutually supportive system and come together to prevent
any endeavour to change it.

Offerings
Bringing about a change in the culture of an organization is no small task and requires the deployment
of all resources in hand. however, the sequence in which these resources are deployed will have an
impact on the success of the initiative, which is why we suggest use of Leadership tools like vision,
mission, values, organizational strategy, etc.

Proven solutions
to improve and
manage culture

Highlights

Certified OD
specialists on-board

An initiative called Nirmaan. It was designed for Intas to create a sustainable quality culture
by developing the quality mind-set of the employees. 5000+ employees were covered as
a part of this initiative which consisted of activities like training, shop floor meetings and
live projects. A system was created where the ROI was defined in terms of the KRAs to
measure the impact. The successful implementation of this initiative saw Intas clearing their
third USFDA audit with zero incidents in the 483 audit.

Clients

Areas of Impact
Strong & effective
method to diagnose
cultural issues

In-house expert
consultants for
system design &
implementation

PERFORMANCE

Assured outcome
through handholding
and support
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HR Advisory
HR Advisory is the practice of receiving a range of HR Services for a few hours of scheduled
consulting. We aim to address & uncover human resource challenges through our expert
services & solutions.

The Offering

Clients get a partner
in us to realize the
vision of an ideal
business organization

Proven solutions in
the best interest of
the organization

HR Advisory allows us to weave our services according to the special needs of the clients.
Our services are not only specific in intent but are also targeted in effectiveness.

Success Stories

Areas of Impact
Succession
Planning

Strategy Planning

Organization
Structure Design

Performance
Management

HR Policies &
Procedures

Compensation
Structure Design

Highlights

Elecon was able to observe appreciable
improvement in sense of ownership and
accountability, renewed vigour,
positivity and confidence in leadership.
recognizing the dividends
of the intervention, the organisation has
now replicated it to all other group
companies.

Clients
HR Services
considering key
business imperatives

We provide insightful
recommendations that
supports business
strategy for growth

Customized services
based on client’s
business requirements

Access to our HR
advisory & expertise
in managing complex
business HR issues

Cosmos could ensure alignment
of individual & organizational goals. For
example, objectives at individual level
as part of PMS, clearly cascaded from
the thrust areas at the organization
level.
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Performance Management System

Our Approach

Strong performance management rests on the simple principle that “what gets measured gets done”.
Organizations that get performance management right, tend to become formidable competitive
machines.

Offerings
•
•
•
•
•
•

Robust Performance Management System
Implementation support
Handholding of PMS Process Owner / HR for sustainability of PMS
Performance Reviews
Appraisers Training
Report out of Performance

Prepare

Develop

Understand objective
and philosophy, Identify
unique roles, Indentify
competencies

Competency dictionary,
Role competency
matrix, Performance
management tools
and manuals

Areas of Impact

Approach
Organizational
Performance

Appraisal Process

Orient

Highlights

Deployment of proven
tools for ensuring
cascading and
alignment of goals
across the levels

Key stakeholders for
PMS and use of tools

Assured outcomes
of successful
implementation
of PMS

PMS Specialists on
board to provide
expertise on the
subject

Customized 360o
feedback surveys
and reports through
our own platform

Handhold
Assist stakeholders for
use of tools
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Success Stories

WEG was able to establish
an objective PMS fair
recognition of performance
and the system was linked to
Performance Reward Scheme.

Clients

Employee motivation
observed and demonstrated
through improved performance
levels.
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PEOPLE

Psychometric Tests

Our Approach

Psychometric Tests are administered to assess knowledge, abilities, attitudes or personality traits
of an individual. Their varied usage spreads across corporates, educational institutions and other
organizations.

Offerings
We have our very own online system to capture a 360° feedback. Through this feedback system,
employees receive confidential and anonymous feedback from the people who work with them.
The system also supports capturing the responses for individuals, teams or the entire organization
against specified competencies.

Areas of Impact
Selection of right
candidates

Managing
promotions

Career planning
& development

In-house team of
expert and qualified
psychologists certified
to use various
standardized
psychometric tests

Assessed 15,000+
professionals

Collate, develop and
share the report

Customized 3600
feedback surveys
and reports through
our own platform

Develop questionnaires
and reports at an
individual and
organizational
level

Approach

Deliver

Identifying strengths
& developmental
areas

Develop

Identify role set members
and assessment
parameters

Succession planning

Highlights

Assimilate and
analyze behavioural
feedback of an
individual from superiors,
peers, direct reporters
and other key
stakeholders

Understand project
objective

Align

Align participants to
survey objectives and
launch the survey
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Assessment / Development Centre

Success Stories

The Assessment/Development Centre measures employee proficiency on a set of defined competencies.
It is a contemporary method of assessing the employees with a high degree of objectivity that identifies
the strengths and weaknesses of each assessee. It is a tool designed to ensure the organization
evaluates, recruits, develops and retains personnel in a way that supports the organization's objectives.
Engaged 150 middle to top
management executives at ATUL
Ltd. regularly since over 6
years ago for their Individual
development plans.

Conducted psychometric
assessments of business
heads at Zydus Cadila as
part of their
developmental initiative.

Conducted psychometric
assessments of 55 senior and
middle management executives
at Linde to aid in their
process of development.

Offerings
We work closely with you to understand your objective and assist you with selection, development,
promotion or succession planning. Our wealth of experience in designing and customizing assessment
exercises and reports, enables us to provide you with solutions that meet your exact requirements.

Areas of Impact
Clients
Succession Planning

Personnel Retention

Highlights

45+Assessors on
board across
locations

Assess over 1200
employees within
60 days
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Our Approach

Success Stories

Competency Mapping

Preparation

Conduct BEIs & FGDs,
develop behavioral
competency dictionary
& competency
matrix

Identify unique roles,
assessees, perfomance
outliers and SMEs and
assessment
parameters

Clients

Approach

Assessment

Design tools, Orient
Assessors, Schedule
& conduct AC / DC,
Integrate assessor
data

650 + Third and Second-line
managers assessed at SUN
Pharmaceuticals for their
developmental process.

Feedback

Statistical analysis,
Report preparation &
sharing

2000+ employees assessed
at ELECON Group Companies,
across different levels for
their developmental process.
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PSI Services LLC (PSI)

Highlights

PSI Service LLC is the world leader in Talent Measurement & the fastest growing global assessment
solutions company. They provide the widest range of assessments from leading publishers all
under one roof and deliver nearly 13 million assessments each year.

16pf
16pf which is a personality factor questionnaire is developed by Dr. Raymond Cattell in 1949.
it is a standardized tool that measures 16 primary and 5 global personality factors reports online
in 20+ languages.

Offerings
We are the exclusive PSI India partners to conduct internationally recognized 16pf® certifications. We
also offer our clients online 16pf® assessment and system generated standardized reports that cater
to various organizational requirements like Hiring, Promotion, Succession Planning, Outplacement,
HiPo Identification, Management Potential, Individual Development, Leadership Development, Executive
Coaching to name a few. Our customized reports are developed by in-house 16pf® certified practitioners.

Areas of Impact
Hire right talent

Identify high
potential employees

Competency
measurement

Reduce time &
cost of re-hiring

Assess culture-person
RECRUITMENT

Fair promotion

Identify training
RECRUITMENT
needs

Facilitate leadership
& competency
RECRUITMENT
development

Partners with PSI,
world leader in
Talent Measurement

Clients

10+ in-house
16pf certified
practitioners

5 in-house master
trainers equipped to
provide internationally
recognised 16pf
certification

Assessed 7200+
professionals across
multiple organizations
and levels using
the 16pf tool for
varied purposes
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PSI Service LLC is the world leader in Talent Measurement & the fastest growing global assessment
solutions company. They provide the widest range of assessments from leading publishers all under
one roof and deliver nearly 13 million assessments each year.

VirtualAC™
VirtualAC™ simulates a high impact and interactive business like online desktop environment for assessment.
It provides selection from a wide range of ready-to-use exercises viz. situation analysis, inbox and day
in the life, suitable for different levels of assessees and competencies. It is a powerful behavioral assessment
tool for selecting and developing leaders or high potential talent.

Offerings
Naman offers a one hour to one day, ready-to-use virtual assessments session that includes exercises like
Inbox, Situation Analysis and Role Play. In this program, Certified Assessors with vast industry experience
conduct & provide internationally recognized Assessor skill certification.

Strengths Based Development
"Focus on your Strengths and Manage your Weaknesses", what does this mean?
Strengths based development rests on the premise that every individual has Talents (naturally occurring
patterns of thoughts, feelings and actions) and the key is to discover these Talents and build upon them
to enjoy near perfect and consistent performance on any given task. The goal here is to focus on “What’s
RIGHT with the person, than on what’s WRONG?”
Research indicates that –
1. Employees who focus on strengths are 6 times more engaged at work, than those who do not focus
on Strengths
2. People who use their strengths everyday have 7.8% greater productivity
3. Employees are 3 times as likely to report having an excellent quality of life

Offerings

In-built algorithm
with complete
involvement of trained
and certified assessors

System generated
data and analysis
finetuned by
assessors

Swift & easy execution
through efficient
online platform
(Apollo)

MIDAS™
MIDAS™ is a 1-day workshop with 'Strengths' as its focal point. It facilitates participants to get oriented
by being effective and efficient at their current role by leveraging individual strengths.
MIDAS™ uses CliftonStrengths® Psychometric tool to help individuals identify their strengths.

Areas of Impact
Minimal logistics
involved (participants
and assessors time,
internet enabled
system)

PROGRESS

In 2010, Naman got introduced to the world of Strengths and Positive Psychology. Through our flagship
program MIDAS™ - Maximize 'I' through Discovery and Application of Strengths, we are supporting
individuals, teams and organizations discover their Talents. Through our customised application based
programs our certified Strengths coaches then extend support to individuals, teams and organizations
translate these talents into Strengths.

Highlights

Participants and
assessor connect
virtually

PERFORMANCE

System generated
report that are
personalized and
quick to process

Supporting individuals,
teams and organizations
discover their Talents

Build employees confidence,
motivation and engagement

Convert Talents into Strengths

PEOPLE

Midas
Our Approach

Highlights
Realize

Discover
Covered more than
3000+ people including
managers in MIDAS™
from 65 odd
companies

All programs facilitated
by Certified Strengths
Coaches

MIDAS™ uses
CliftonStrengths®
as psychometric tool

Customised content
for in-house programs

Key elements &
impact of strength in
everyday life

One’s own strength &
its personalized
meaning

Approach

Success Stories
Maximize

Personal & professional
life around strength
24 batches of various
programs for 319 sales
executives and over 200
managers conducted
for Roche.

Clients

24 batches for over 500
senior sales executives and
high potential executives
for Sanofi.

Apply

Hone strength &
manage weakness
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Success Stories

(B) Strengths Based Leadership (SBL)
Great leaders focus on developing people’s capacities rather than their limitations…
- Leithwood et al.,2004
2 days - Strengths based leadership program encourages and facilitates leaders to focus on their
strengths as well as that of their team members (followers), to live up to their full potential and work
on the path that they love.

Areas of Impact
Understand Strengths based leadership
approach and its impact – self,
team and organization

Discover ones’ own Strengths as an
individual and as a leader through 4
strengths-based leadership styles

Know and appreciate followers
4 basic needs

Apply & maximize one’s
own & team’s strengths to:

Highlights

Naman has covered
more than 1000 plus
managers under SBL

Facilitated & guided
by certified
Strengths coaches

Voluntary Coaching
offered for next
3 months at minimum
/ discounted charges

Personalised workshop
kit to continue
journey after
workshop

Covered 426 Second and
Third Line Sales Managers
under the Strengths Based
Leadership program for Sun
Pharmaceuticals.

Clients

100+ employees covered as a
part of the Strengths Based
Culture Development at
Schott Glass.

Conducted organization wide
workshops to train managers to
have day-to-day conversations
based on strengths at Roche
Pharmaceuticals.
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Leadership Development
As we live in the the era of Industry 4.0 - cyber-physical systems, where machines, humans and
self-learning systems are getting connected, it will fundamentally alter the way we live and work.
The obvious solution to manage this change would be to develop future leaders who drive the
organizational direction.

Offerings
We design and execute leadership interventions that help leaders adapt and thrive in an evolving
business landscape. We offer two forms of Leadership Development programs which include
standalone training spanning one or two days & long-term customized intervention spanning
9 months to 14 months.

Areas of Impact
Organizational
Development

Performance
& Competency
Development

Highlights

896 companies
covered as a part
of BOLT®

Developed ROI
based customised
interventions

Covered 50000+
professionals
across levels and
locations

Success Stories

Succession Planning

Team Facilitation

4 batches of BOLT® customized
to the organizational needs was
completed at Linde in a
span of 3 years.

(A) BOLT® (Blending Ownership & Leadership for Transformation)
BOLT® is a unique and proven, Leadership and Organizational Development intervention developed
by Naman. BOLT® design ensures transfer of learning from classroom to workplace through a
series of proprietary tools and processes.
BOLT® uses a combination of clinical, experiential and action learning tools which facilitates
participants to identify the potential to increase their personal, professional and consequentially
organizational effectiveness.

Clients

Designed, developed and
delivered 3 batches of BOLT®
at Roche in alignment with
their global leadership
competency architecture.
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(B) Coaching

Clients

Executive coaching is an experiential and individualized development process that helps individuals
achieve their short and long-term goals. Coaching can be used for Performance coaching, Skills and
Competency Development coaching, Business and Entrepreneurial coaching, Executive coaching,
Team Facilitation, Leadership coaching, Career coaching and Personal or Life coaching.

Highlights

We use an eclectic set
of models like PERFECT,
SCORE, GROW, Behaviour
Change Model, Rational
Emotive Behaviour
Technique, Strengths
philosophy and more

Pool of in-house ICF,
CFI and Gallup®
Strengths certified
coaches

We hold a credibility
of 99% repeat
business

Success Stories

Conducted 128 sessions of
13 senior management
executives as part of coaching
intervention.

Conducted 171 sessions
of 57 senior & middle
management executives
as part of LTDI.
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Learning & Development Programs

Our Approach

Learning and Development programs facilitate alignment of employee’s goals with organizational
goals, strategies & values. The program encourages employee engagement and helps develop
skills that drive better performance.

Offerings
Preparation

Introspection

Establish intervention
structure, Engage
participants, Identify BI,
Planning
logistics

Intervention Design,
Implementing
assessment tools,
Technology
orientation, Reports

Our intensive and diagnostic approach allows us to work in unison with your organization to
customize the employee development roadmap.

Areas of Impact
Developing competencies,
functional and behavioural

Filling the gaps and bottlenecks
in performance

Approach

Increasing employee
motivation and
engagement levels
at work

Developing internal
talent to take
up bigger roles

Realization

Report sharing and IDP,
Facilitator led one to
one sessions and
coaching, Projects
and assignments

Transformation

Coaching sessions,
Action projects, Post
intervention assessments

Highlights

Covered 20,000+
participants across
levels

30+ trainers
on board

Repeat assignments
with almost
every client

Provide customized
tools like simulation
exercises, role plays,
case studies and
workbooks

PROGRESS
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Our Approach

Success Stories

Simulation Excersises

Case Discussions

To give real world
scenario building for
a planned response

Facilitator led
discussions on
relevant concepts
and theories

Clients

Approach

Conclusion
Experience sharing and
conclusive steps of
improvement

Mentoring workshops were conducted
for managers at DEWA to create a
mentoring culture and to institutionalize
the mentoring process across the
organization.

Action Planning

Self analysis and
planning to ensure
quick, targeted
responses

Conducted the DISHA initiative competency based classroom sessions,
for the front line sales executives at
Sanofi India. The program ran
successfully for 4 years and this
prompted the organization to secure
the IP from us and they still continue
to run it internally.
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Our Partnership & Certifications

Roles Our Team Plays
Designer
for AC / DC

India’s Official Partner

Personal
Development
(PDP) Facilitator

Coach

Certifications of our team

Content Developer
for Leadership
Programs

Trainer for
Other Programs

Instrument / Tool
Designer For
Surveys

HR Systems
Developer

Lead / Inquiry
Generator

Trainer for
Leadership

Behavior Facilitator

Content Developer
for Learning
Programs

Survey Administrator

C&B Consultant

BEI / Assessor
for simulations

Assessor for
AC / DC

Program
Coordinator

rt Writer
ata Analy

Competency
Mapping Consultant

OD Intervention
Specialist

HR Tech Specialists

Outbound
Specialists

ocial Media/Branding

HRM Strategy
Consultant

Survey Interpreter,
Report Writer
Interpret
and
Data Analysis

Organization
Structure
e
Design Consultant

Proposal Closer

Proposal
Writer /Writer /
Contributor
ontributor

Social Media
/Branding
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HR Strategist & Sr. Advisors
Samir Parikh : An evangelist for Entrepreneurship, Education & Leadership
1st generation Entrepreneur with over 29 years of experience
An international leadership trainer, successful coach & prominent speaker
Domain Expertise in HR & Leadership strategies, Entrepreneurial coaching and Leadership
development, Passionate about Agile HRM trends and practices, Business economics & socio
-political environment
His finesse in story telling and mastery in connecting the dots gives him a unique advantage
of connecting deeper with his audience

Atul Mankad : Proven HR Strategist and Technology integrator, expertise in Project
management and Research- based Knowledge management
An illustrious career spanning more than four decades
His expertise lies in Organization restructuring, HR technology integration, Functional competency
mapping and Project Management
He thoroughly enjoys nurturing young professionals in sharpening their business consulting &
Project management skills

Sudhir Kulkarni : Prominent AC/ DC Designer & Facilitator, NTL (US) certified OD
Expert, Established Executive coach
Veteran HR Leader with more than 40 years of experience
CFI certified executive coach, accredited trainer of MBTI, certified Development (OD) from NTL
(US), Certified assessor for Belbin, Hogan,16pf® (PSI) and VirtualACTM (PSI)
Domain Expertise in Organization restructuring and design, Compensation & Benefits, AC/DC,
Change management and Performance management System
His calm and pleasing personality makes him an extremely affable and approachable person

Our Team
Vikas Agarwal: An empowering Trainer & Strengths Coach, with strong hold on
behavioural sciences
A strategic consultant with a rich experience of over 27 years
A certified Trainer from City & Guilds UK, and a Gallup certified Strengths Coach, 16pf® (PSI)
and VirtualACTM (PSI)
His work engages participants through inquiry-driven methods, appreciative discussions,
psychodrama, excellence installation techniques, theatre of the oppressed methodologies and
movement therapy

Dr. Supriya Dhongde: Psychologist, expert Behavioural Trainer and Coach
Psychologist, coach and behavioral trainer in leadership space with 20 years of experience
Certified & endorsed from Dale Carnegie, 16pf® (PSI) and VirtualACTM (PSI)
Her expertise lies in coaching & developing people and business skills in her participants
from various industry backgrounds and cadres and also delivering interventions in line with
business goals of the Organization
Her brilliant oration skills and emotional intelligence makes her a go- to person

Adish Deshpande : A thorough Trainer and Coach, with strong hold on Project
Management
13 years of experience in Training & Development, Needs Analysis, Adult Learning Strategies,
Competency Mapping, Training Delivery, Psychometric Assessments & Coaching, Instructional
Design, Blended Learning, Vendor and Project Management
NLP Practitioner from Society of Neuro-Linguistic Programming, Richard Bandler, DISC
Administrator from CEDA, 16pf® (PSI) and VirtualACTM (PSI)
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Dinesh Jambe: Trainer with expertise in creating simple yet effective L&D content
An Engineer with 10 years of experience in Learning & Development spread across virtually
all levels
Has conducted 12000 man-days of programs covering approx. 9000 participants
Area of expertise includes Leadership Skills, Conflict Management, Client Relation/ Services,
Communication Skills, Goal Setting, Time Management, etc.

Shruti Nayak : A Strengths Expert, Assessor, Trainer and Coach
A post-graduate in Industrial Psychology
Gallup-certified Strengths Coach, 16pf® (PSI) and VirtualACTM (PSI); and trained in Basic
Rational Emotive Behavior Therapy (REBT)
With an experience of over 8 years, her expertise lies in Strengths based leadership development,
diagnostic studies, behavioral facilitation, competency mapping, 360 degree feedback, and
training & OD interventions

Gargee Davda : OD & HR consultant, with rigorous interest in Business planning
and expansion
9 years of experience in the field of OD & HR
Specializes in Organizational Design, HR Systems and Processes Design, Compensation Survey
Management, OD Interventions, Compensation & Benefits Interventions and Learning Interventions

PERFORMANCE

Nikita Shah : OD Design & Implementation Expert, with penchant for Content creation
Change Management Specialist with over 21 years of work experience in Learning & Development
Certification: A Gallup-Certified Strengths Coach, Certified OD Interventionalist from TISS
-ODA, Certified 16pf® (PSI), and VirtualACTM (PSI), pursuing ISTD and Instructional Design
from Symbiosis
Her expertise lies in Strengths Coaching, Customized Content Development, Leadership & OD
Interventions integrating ROI, Competency Mapping, Behavioral Facilitation, Assessment, steering
Live Team Projects, Toolbox Meetings and Gemba Walk

Amrit Thakkar : HR professional with expertise in handling OD & Learning interventions
across industries
5 years of experience in HR Systems and Processes Design, Organizational Design, OD
Interventions and Learning & Development programs
A Gold Medalist in Masters of Human Resource Management from M. S. University of Baroda
Diverse exposure in both Industrial Relations and Human Resources Management

Uravi Raichandani: Psychologist, Assessor and Coach
Psychologist with over 20 years of experience
ACC-ICF certified coach, Trained in REBT, NLP practitioner, certified assessor by XLRI, Gallup
Certified Strengths coach, 16pf® (PSI) and VirtualACTM (PSI)
Her expertise includes AC/DC design and facilitation, Behavioural Assessment & competency
Mapping, Organization diagnostics & survey
She is passionate about developing young Interns in the filed of psychology and is a regular
faculty and Interviewer for the associated University
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Manvika Jhala : Project Management consultant, with expertise in handling OD/ L&D
projects for EPC & Pharma Conglomerates
A certified Project Management Professional (PMP) and engineer, with over 9 years of experience
Areas of expertise include OD interventions, learning and development, employee engagement,
Training policies & procedures, Functional competency mapping, curriculum development
& assessment, and e-Learning Applications/ web- based solutions

Nidhi Chandodwala : Active contributor in L&D and OD projects, strong hold in content
design & development
5 years of Work experience in multiple OD, L&D & HR projects
Major expertise in Designing and Driving OD interventions through developing behavioral training
modules, follow- up sessions and Kaizen projects for individual and organizational growth

Sushama Vasudevan : Learning & Development Consultant and Assessor
Learning and Development domain expertise of over 5 years
PGDM in Human Resources and certified in 16pf® (PSI) and VirtualACTM (PSI)
Areas of expertise includes content creation and designing and driving L&D programs and
trainings

PERFORMANCE

Bibha Mishra : HR expert, with strong command in Organization structuring, PMS,
HR policy & procedures
With over 10 years work experience, her expertise lies in Organization Restructuring, Compensation
and Benefits study & Restructuring, Job Descriptions, Performance Management Systems and HR
Policy & Procedures
A Trained Assessor, Observer and Facilitator for behavioral training programs,
she is currently pursuing her PhD from M.S. University of Baroda and Certification in ‘Strategic
Performance Management’ from XLRI
She also represents and participates in multiple forums and competitions in the field of HR

Shrirang Purandare : HR professional with strong entrepreneurship skills
3 years in diverse HRM planning and operations
Expertise lies in HR domains like Compensation Benchmarking, Talent acquisition, Performance
Management, JD Development, Policy making and Automation
He likes learning new skills through means of various formal/ informal forums and Technology
based platforms

Pramod Rai : Outbound adventurer with a strong Marketing acumen
A diverse work experience of over 15 years
Designs and delivers outdoor learning activities that bring out the best in individuals and teams
His expertise lies in creating innovative and novel activities to incorporate in outbound programs
and conducting them in an enjoyable and engaging manner that reaches out to all age groups
He enjoys networking and facilitating platforms where HR & Management professionals from
various industries and regions come together to share their views on various subject themes
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Our Reach
Sulagna Patel : Sales & Business development Professional
About 10 years work experience in the fields of Information Technology and other allied service
industries
Specialist in Negotiation, Key Account Management, Client retention, Consultative selling & Sales
& Marketing Strategy; Strong Client engagement professional with an M.B.A. focused in Marketing
& Systems
Skilled in Vendor & Partner Management, Business Planning, Corporate Sales & E-commerce

Parth Desai : Strong proponent of HR technology
10 years of experience in Learning & Development spread across virtually all levels
A Specialist in tech-based L&D, solves HR problems through technology
Evangelist for HR + Technology, with major expertise in Technology due diligence for organisations

Shambhavi Trivedy : HR professional, with a zeal to explore creative means of Branding
and Business development
2 years experience in diverse HRM operations
Has completed her Post-graduate certification course in Human Resources Management; from
Centennial College, Toronto
Her expertise lies in content development for learning & development programs, employee
engagement, business development, social media & branding

India - USA - Singapore - Sri Lanka - UAE - Malaysia
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